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Press release
The Thomas Picture Kiadó Publisher Ltd. launches it’s revolutionary new
free online digital Nature Photography Magazin.

You can download the cover and some high resolution press photos from
the following page:
http://www.naturephotomagazine.com
Budapest, Hungary, 17 05 2009. Thomas Picture Kiadó Publisher Ltd.
launches it’s free online digital nature magazine, that is the first of it’s kind
in the world. The magazine spreads across more than 80 pages, and it is
free for you to browse. It ‘s uniqueness is being interactive, that means that
above the amazing quality pictures and articles it can show video formats as
well. The readers have nothing else to do but to register for free and enjoy.
Imre Tamas the owner of the company said the followings:
Are we in the present, or perhaps this is the future already? – We did ask
ourselves in the editorial office.
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Yes, dear readers, we are in the present with a brand new, free online
nature photography magazine. There are several reasons why we need to
take the stage in an international setting in both Hungarian and English
languages. Our primary objective is to present to the reader Eastern
Europe’s natural beauty, photographers and locations. But of course at the
same time we do not exclude ourselves from exploring the treasures of
Western Europe and the world at large.
In the magazine you can find articles about the animal kingdom and
landscapes, together with technical information. We have tried to introduce
the nature photography vivid manner with our team. Our tricks and tips
section could be useful for the novice photographers and for advanced
artists as well, providing a form of traineeship and guidance. We have
embraced both youth and photographers with compact cameras as well.
And by way of speciality, representing a first in the world, we are going to
start a series of astro‐photography which will take the reader on a journey
into the mysterious and unique way of photographing the stars and
galaxies.
Our interactive magazine, initially appearing every quarter year, will
provide interesting and high quality and reading material for everyone.
Admittedly, our full name is rather long, but we hope within a short period
of time everybody will know what Természetfotó Magazin and Nature
Photo Magazine will stand for.
Our collegaues are on the ground in all corners of the world, endeavouring
to capture the secrets of nature through their camera lens and bringing the
beauty and fragility of Mother Nature to your doorstep. This is one of the
main missions of Nature Photo Magazine.
At the same time we must never forget, that even we nature photographers
sometimes have to restrain from taking the perfect picture in the interest of
protecting the natural world.
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